Update as of June 4, 2020
The borders of Saint Lucia officially opened to international travelers on June 4, 2020 as part of
Phase One of the responsible reopening plan. The Saint Lucian Government, through its
Ministry of Health and Ministry of Tourism, along with Saint Lucia Air and Sea Ports Authority
(SLASPA), private tourism businesses and local citizens are preparing to welcome international
travelers. Saint Lucia is utilizing this time to refine the services available to provide the most
enjoyable Phase One visitor experience. This includes running simulations to ensure that
visitors and local residents will receive the highest level of protection and visitor experience
standards at every step of their journey – from safely viewing the majestic Pitons to relaxing at
beaches and hotels.
Flights: Our borders are open to all regional and international flights, and for travelers who
meet the entry requirements. M
 ost major airlines that provided service prior to the COVID-19
border closing have indicated dates in July for resuming service. This includes carriers in the
U.S., Canada and the U.K. Travelers are advised to check with their carriers and travel advisors
regarding availability, as schedules are subject to change.
Entry Requirements: Per the May 18, 2020 announcement detailing new safety protocols,
visitors must present proof of a negative COVID-19 PCR test within 48-hours of boarding their
flight and must be confirmed at COVID-19 certified accommodation properties. In response to
the unprecedented and ever-changing nature of the COVID-19 pandemic – and as the
destination prepares for the resumption of international air service – Saint Lucia is committed to
continuously evaluating all safety protocols for incoming travelers. Saint Lucia is monitoring
global advancements on the availability of World Health Organization-approved tests – and will
evaluate changing market conditions to adjust protocols, while keeping a prominent focus on
public safety.
Hotels: As hotels and resorts receive approval to welcome guests, a list of those hotels
can be found on this page as information becomes available. As a safety measure, all
properties must meet specific criteria for sanitization, physical distancing and other
COVID-19 protocols before they receive COVID-19 Certification required by the Ministry of
Health and Ministry of Tourism.
Activities: In the meantime, our hotels, tour operators and attractions are working to
maximize options for visitor enjoyment in Phase One. While local activities will be available
in a limited capacity, emphasis is being placed on both offering visitors some of the safest
activities that make Saint Lucia so special. Water-based coastline tours, such as socially
distanced boat cruises with views of our famous Piton mountains, are one of the featured
experiences scheduled to be available for visitors in Phase One. In addition, hotels will

bring authentic Saint Lucia-inspired activities for visitors to enjoy at their hotel property.
Registered hotels and travel providers will work with visitors directly to arrange off-site
activities where available.
Please continue to check this page for updates about visiting Saint Lucia. Be well and we
look forward to seeing you soon, when we can once again Let Her Inspire You!

